Introduction
David Pierce, 1 February 2008 This issue sees ten literature book reviews. They include a new novel by Roddy Doyle where he updates us on the protagonist we first encountered in The Woman Who Walked into Doors (1996) ; Anne Enright's The Gathering, which won the Man Booker prize for fiction in 2007; the Collected Poems of Michael Longley, the poet who has recently been appointed Professor of Poetry for Ireland; William Trevor's new book of stories; a collection of contemporary Irish short stories edited by David Marcus; a cultural history of Ireland during the Second World War; Eavan Boland's thoughtful collection of comments on writing by Irish writers; essays on Irish women writers from an American perspective; a series of new essays on George Moore; a companion to the Irish novel in the Cambridge series; and a book of essays mapping Irish studies in the new century. As ever, I wanted to include reviewers who were experts in their fields as well as those less wellknown or relative newcomers to seeing their names in print. I would like to take this opportunity of thanking all the reviewers for providing something to awaken interest or to stimulate discussion for those of you reading this.
2007 was the year of Louis MacNeice, being the centenary of his birth. There was a symbolic moment in September during the conference dedicated to him at Queen's University Belfast when the leading Northern Irish poets gathered at his graveside in the grounds of the Church of Ireland Church at Carrowdore in County Antrim. Even though he has been dead for some fortyfive years, MacNeice's presence continues to be felt strongly. 2007 also witnessed a new Faber edition of his poetry edited by Peter McDonald, an edition which prints MacNeice's poetry in groupings corresponding closely to the collections published by Faber between 1935 and 1963 (see Louis MacNeice, Collected Poems ed. Peter McDonald) . Faber also reprinted an edition of MacNeice's autobiography The Strings Are False, with an introduction by Derek Mahon, and, forthcoming in 2008, there is to be an edition of Autumn Journal, the poem MacNeice wrote on the eve of the Second World War and which continues to be of interest especially to Irish and Spanish readers. In another edition, Selected Poems, also by Faber, Michael Longley makes a strong case for reading MacNeice as our contemporary. Perhaps for the next issue someone will submit an essay on MacNeice to our journal.
One of the novels I have been re-reading these last few months has a title taken from a MacNeice poem: Where They Were Missed (Penguin, 2007) . The author is the Belfast-born writer Lucy Caldwell, whose play Leaves received plaudits when it was staged at the National Theatre in London in March 2007. I can think of few novels written by an author in her early twenties which are as accomplished as this one. Like MacNeice, Caldwell has a keen eye for hauntings, for what's been lost, for false strings, only now the loss is wrapped in the continuing trauma of sectarianism and the Troubles. I say I have been re-reading this novel because its full effect only comes with a second reading. In attending to the great Irish theme of loss, Caldwell reminds us that families carry not only their own history inside them but also a wider history that accords with but is not identical to what happens there. As she quite properly remarks in a short interview about the novel: "[I]t has a rawness and an energy and innocence that I'll never be able to capture again." And, equally properly, she then quickly adds: "But then again in a funny sort of way every single thing that you write feels as if it's the first thing you've ever written." Her protagonist's name, Saoirse [pronounced seersha], is Irish for freedom or liberty, and Caldwell opens her account as a novelist with the old Irish cry even as she attends to the loss that accompanied such a cry in history.
The sense of loss in The Pride of Parnell Street, a new play by Sebastian Barry which was staged by the Tricycle Theatre in London and at the Dublin Theatre Festival in autumn 2007, is filtered through monologues that work their cumulative magic in characteristic Barry style. Unlike other plays, the loss now is more contemporary and for the most part circumscribed by northside, working-class Dublin. In some ways the play, published in 2007 by Faber, is close to Roddy Doyle's world, and we can't help being reminded of him. Joe, deflated after Ireland's exit from Italia '90, returns home to beat his wife and, from then on, life on the streets, outside the family that is, beckons, a life of bitterness and drugs and knives and prison. Ugly, but, as the 'pride' in the title reminds us, Barry is ever alert to the possibility of redemption whether that is through an intense love of landscape, the use of a lyrical phrase, moments of tenderness or reconciliation at the end. The Pride of Parnell Street lacks the tragic reach of his earlier plays but for all that there is a canvas being erected here for what feels like a larger retrospective exhibition.
Bridget O'Connor's play The Flags (Faber and Faber, 2006) , which was revived at the Royal Exchange in Manchester in autumn 2007, tells the story of two life guards, JJ and Howie, who find themselves on duty on the 'second worst beach in Ireland'. As such a phrase suggests, there is nothing romantic here -unless it's the humour which is everywhere possible. The play's best moments recall the work of Martin McDonagh but it has its own qualities as if a new voice was seeking to be heard amid the larger symbols of life. After all, they work on the second worst beach in Ireland, not the worst.
A book of short stories that has stayed with me is Walk the Blue Fields by Claire Keegan and also published by Faber. Keegan possesses a beguiling new voice that commands attention. In some stories she recalls John McGahern. Indeed, as if she knew where she was going to be positioned by her critics, one of her stories 'Surrender' carries the bracket '(after McGahern)'. But in a story such as 'Night of the Quicken Trees', which is set in the turf bogs of Dunagore near Doolin in County Clare, bogs incidentally worked for generations by my own family, we might find ourselves thinking of Benedict Kiely's story 'Homes on the Mountain' and how utterly strange some country people can seem as if ancient Ireland was still alive and well. For there is a Southern gothic seam in Irish culture, and it is especially evident among those who live in remote parts. In turn, the grotesque can attract imaginative writers and commentators alike. Kiely manages to avoid the gothic potential in his story but Keegan cannot resist the temptation, at least here. Her best stories, however, are the two at the beginning of this collection -'The Parting Gift', an understated story of emigration, and 'Walk the Blue Fields', a story about another ritual. This time it is a wedding but it is a wedding stoy with a difference, for the story focuses as much on the priest conducting the service as on the bride and groom. When one of the guests refers to the priest's 'cock' as an 'ornament', we know we are in the presence of a storyteller with a way with words.
It has been a good year for Irish writing and let me end with two more examples. Tim Robinson's Connemara: Listening to the Wind was published by Penguin in 2007. Those who haven't come across Robinson's prose style have a real joy in store. This study is closer to home for Robinson, with Roundstone in Connemara at its centre. There is no-one better at capturing the landscape of the West. His favoured mode of walking, he tells us, is not "a single-minded goalbound linear advance but a cross-questioning of an area". Lying on the terrace of his house overlooking the bay, the summer sunset in full swing, he notices how Connemara "tends to undefine itself from minute to minute". It is in keeping that the writer who has helped define a whole landscape for us should deploy the word 'undefine' to describe such a moment. If the word stands out, it does so because we are observing the naturalist at home in his habitat and surroundings, listening to the wind. It is also in keeping that Robinson, who understands the concept of legacy more than anyone, has left his house and books to the University of Galway for future use by students researching the natural history of this part of the world.
The other book I have particularly enjoyed reading is Paul Durcan's new collection The Laughter of Mothers, published by Harvill Secker in 2007. In one sense it is a book about golf, but in another sense it is about his mother. 'The Story of Ireland' opens with this dramatic statement: "The single most crucial factor in twentieth-century Irish history was golf." And Durcan continues, ex-cathedra-like, with: "Had it not been for golf, the country would have lapsed into barbarism." There is something unalloyed about such laughter as if the satire knows no bounds. Inevitably, though, a darker side accompanies this volume, and, as we turn the pages, we see it gathering force, for this is a remarkably frank and tragic reading by Durcan of his own life and, more especially, that of his mother's life, a woman who qualified as a lawyer but who ended up the wife of a judge. So much pain is on display here that we might wonder how much fun can be had reading it. As ever with Durcan, there is nothing heavy about the style: "Instead of being famous / For her brilliance as a lawyer / She became famous / For making cakes and ice cream." But underneath it all there is a painful drama being enacted, and we realise that, like his mother, Durcan is an acute observer of the scene, for both of them are or were outsiders whose position and family history have given them a privileged access to the great theme of loss in modern Ireland. As I say, it's been a good year for readers of Irish writing. ____________________________________________________________________________________________ AEDEI By William Trevor London: Viking, 2007 232pp. ISBN: 978-0-670-91726-6, £ 16.99 Reviewer: Constanza del Río Re-entering William Trevor's imaginative universe is like visiting a territory whose contour is all too familiar and at the same time slightly altered: a new shade of colour here, a displaced angle there or an arresting lighting effect that in turn lend distinction and freshness to Trevor's customary exploration of the human condition. The regular Trevor reader knows that in this new collection, Cheating at Canasta, there will be the expected series of twelve short stories, set in either Ireland or England, with the occasional foray to Italy or France. He or she can also predict an assorted array of fictional characters: children, teen-agers, middle-aged and old people, both male and female, Irish and English, Catholic and Protestant, of dissimilar social and living conditions, yet all of them carrying their particular burden: secrets and silence, lies and deceit, guilt and shame, loneliness and disaffection, but also tenderness, endurance and courage, together with a readiness to forgive and a desire to be forgiven.
Cheating at Canasta
As if responding to charges of anachronisms in his view of contemporary life, Trevor now incorporates mobile phones, cyber cafés, chat lines and word-processors. Yet, these are all accessories; certainly helpful to flesh out Trevor's raw material and render it more credible, though peripheral to the core anxieties that beset his characters. In this sense, it matters little whether, in "An Afternoon", Jasmin/Angie has met the middle-aged paedophile on a chat line or while shopping in the supermarket. The ____________________________________ ISSN 1699-311X story does not concern the risks of new communication technologies for inexperienced teen-agers. Its emotional centre rather lies with Jasmin, a sixteen-year-old forlorn girl -not particularly pretty, not particularly smartdriven to dangerous romantic infatuations by her mother's lack of care, sexual promiscuity and relentless undermining of Jasmin's self-esteem.
One of Trevor's assets as a writer is his ability to discover the ineffable in the ordinary, to transmute commonplace experiences into uncanny or mysterious occasions. Unexpected or contrasted reactions to similar events are usual in his fiction and the reader is made aware of the depths of human behaviour. Why do we act the way we act? Trevor answers this question by offering a wide range of motives, and it is in this variety that he continues both to surprise and engage the reader. "Bravado", like "An Afternoon", chooses adolescence as its focus of interest. The story, set in contemporary Dublin, presents a group of three teen-age boys and two girls walking back home in the early morning hours after an evening out in the Star nightclub. In a macho display meant to show off his "bravado" in front of the girls, Manning, the leader of the bunch, beats another boy to death. Aisling, Manning's girlfriend, tries to convince herself that there was a reason for such brutality, not so much to exculpate Manning as to exonerate her own guilt for her silent complicity. As an adult, Aisling finally comes to accept her responsibility and takes to visiting the deceased boy's grave: "In a bleak cemetery Aisling begged forgiveness of the dead for the falsity she had embraced when what there was had been too ugly to accept. Silent, she had watched an act committed to impress her, to deserve her love, as other acts had been. And watching, there was pleasure. If only for a moment, but still there had been" (88).
"The Children" opens with a funeral. The death of Connie's mother draws her, an elevenyear-old Irish girl, even closer to her father, Robert, while they both come to terms with their loss and share "the awareness of a ghost that fleetingly demanded no more than to be remembered" (155). Two years go by and Robert announces his intention to marry Teresa. Connie's tacit though obstinate disapproval of this decision finally compels Robert to forego the engagement. Out of love for his daughter, he understands Connie's hostility to Teresa as her dutiful honouring of her mother's memory. Yet, Connie's motives are not so plain for the reader. Her stubborn resistance may also come from her jealousy -her desire to preserve the intimacy she has gained with her father -or from a malicious wish to harm the intrusive Teresa.
The cruelty of childhood acts is also one of the themes of "Folie à Deux", the last piece in the collection. Wilby's chance meeting in Paris with his childhood friend, Anthony, whom he thought dead, triggers memories of their friendship in rural Ireland and of the secrets they shared. One such secret, never spoken about after its occurrence, concerns a nasty and shameful act committed by both: out of reckless curiosity, they provoked the drowning of an old lame dog. Like Aisling in "Bravado", they just watched and listened to the poor creature's barking and wailing. Whereas Wilby has "lived easily with an aberration, then shaken it off" (227), Anthony has been unable to forgive their own foolish wickedness and has opted for withdrawal, severing all connections with his previous life.
In Trevor's fiction, the past usually takes its toll on the present, a theme that appears as well in "The Room". Here, Trevor is at his best in his mastery of suspense and piecemeal delivery of information. The story shows how Phair's adultery and suspected murder of a prostitute nine years before have led to his wife's present infidelity and to a broken marriage. For Katherine, the middle-aged adulterous wife, not even her deep love for Phair can keep their marriage alive. Her husband's betrayal opened a rift in their relationship that nothing can patch up. She does not blame him, though the story ends with Katherine's epiphanic determination to leave him: "[…] she would choose her moment to say that she must go. He would understand; she would not have to tell him. The best that love could do was not enough, and he would know that also" (41).
The Trevor reader is, however, more used to stories that end in resignation, endurance or brooding moods, as in "The Dressmaker's Child", a story set in small town Ireland. Nineteen-year-old Cahal offers to drive two Spanish tourists to a nearby place where they want to visit the statue of a weeping Virgin. Although it was discovered, and is now common knowledge, that there is nothing miraculous about this statue -the teardrops proved to be just raindrops -the prospect of earning 50 euros seals Cahal's lips. On their way back home, he runs over and kills the retarded daughter of an unmarried dressmaker. The incident haunts Cahal, and, in his mind, fear at being discovered combines with religious feelings of guilt for his dishonesty with the tourists and his sexual fantasies with the Spanish girl. He escapes the law but not the child's mother. The dressmaker knows the truth and wants Cahal as reward for her silence. Cahal visits the Virgin, offers reparation for his sins and promises to accept his fate. The story ends in an ominous tone: "Driving back, when he went by the dressmaker's blue cottage she was there in the front garden, weeding her flowerbeds. Even though she didn't look up, he wanted to go to her and knew that one day he would" (23).
In "A Perfect Relationship", a rewriting of the Pygmalion myth, Trevor's indirection is perhaps excessive. In an unequal relationship, Prosper loves Chloë while she just considers him a friend and is grateful for everything he has taught her. She abandons Prosper but then one day returns to their flat with the excuse of handing in the key she had taken away by mistake. were a reality her affliction still allowed. Not that there was order in their games, not that they were games at all; but still her face lit up when she found a joker or a two among her cards […] He cheated at Canasta and she won" (62). Mallory cheats for Julia's glimpses of happiness and it is for her that he will fulfil his promise -to return to Venice and go to see again all the places they had enjoyed together. This is his way of restoring her memories to Julia.
"Cheating at Canasta" announces the thematic thread that runs through many of the stories in the collection: our endless propensity to deceive others and to deceive ourselves, for honourable reasons, for spurious ones or because that seems to be our only escape route. In this new work, some of Trevor's Irish stories -"The Dressmaker's Child", "Men of Ireland", "At Olivehill" and "Faith" -retain their unmistakably Irish flavour. Nevertheless, the reader can appreciate that, overall, Trevor has moved towards further abstraction and universality. This does not mean that he has abandoned his precise, sharp and frequently symbolic characterisations and descriptions. What it means is that, in Cheating at Canasta, nationality, social class or any kind of contextual factor seem to matter less. The plight of Aisling in "Bravado" or of Connie in "The Children", the feelings of Jasmin in "An Afternoon" or of Katherine in "The Room" belong to all of us. Perhaps now age has become the determining issue, with Trevor's distinctive attention to childhood and adolescence. Nevertheless, the reader will still find Trevor's recurrent preoccupation: How can we judge the ethical dimension of human behaviour when there is so much that eludes us, so much we are also guilty about? Although the title promises the "new", Marcus returns in his introduction to the glorious past: from the ancient Irish tradition of seanchai to "some of the great Irish women writers of the past", who -in a gesture towards redressing the gender bias -receive special attention. Apart from a vague reference to the "Irish women writers of today who also write stories and novels", Marcus has nothing to say about the writings he has collected in his new anthology. If this odd silence in the introduction can still be ____________________________________ ISSN 1699-311X explained in terms of the marketability of Ireland's glorious literary past, it is far worse that this orientation towards the past also seems to have determined the selection of the short stories itself.
It is true of course that the "new" in the title does not necessarily refer to new writers. But surely, the greatest joy of reading anthologies such as this is the discovery of new voices among the more established ones? In fact it was this book's predecessor which led me to the discovery of such marvellous new Irish writers as Molly McCloskey, Claire Keegan, and Sophia Hillan and I have sought out and enjoyed all their work that came out. Sadly, however, this book has yielded no new discoveries for me. The great majority of the 24 writers published here are (more or less) well-established old hands in their fifties and sixties and only one, Emma Donoghue, is under 40 (39 to be precise). I am quite sure there is more "new" literary talent to be found in Ireland, but perhaps David Marcus is -after publishing over 30 anthologies -no longer the person best placed to find it?
As for the quality of the stories that have made their way to this collection, it is fair to say that there are a few gems, a fair number of good stories but also quite a few who fail to pass the mark. Moreover, there are some stories which do not really qualify as short stories, such as John Banville's "First Light", which turns out to be the first chapter of a new novel he is writing, and Eilis Ni Dhuihne's entertaining sketch of the Dublin art milieu in "A Literary Lunch", which reads like a try-out for the novel she has just published.
One of the true gems in this collection is Carlo Gebler's "Room 303", which describes a divorced couple's slow rapprochement as they come to grips with the death of their only son some years ago. Equally breathtaking is Joseph O'Connor's rendering of the last thoughts and conversations of a middle-aged Dubliner, whose wife has left him. The man's depression is spelled out in touchingly understated prose as he takes leave of his father and prepares for his suicide. A quite different approach towards 'the end' can be found in Mary Dorcey's "Another glorious day". It is the first-person account of a demented old lady, whose short-time memory is totally gone. At first, the reader struggles together with the narrator to make sense of her surroundings -"When I wake in the morning, if it is the morning, I don't know where I am or who I am". Yet when the situation becomes clearer -through rather absurd conversations with nurse and daughter -one comes to marvel at the spirits of the old lady whose limited life is cheered up by her remaining knowledge of poetry and songs and by her quiet enjoyment of every 'glorious day'. The great sensitivity and artistic exactness of Dorcey's story becomes all the more pronounced when it is compared with a similar first-person account of an equally disoriented woman who wakes up in a mental institution. Yet this monologue -in Mary Leland's "Waking in a Strange Place" -is more angry and artificial and somehow fails to convince. Another story I was pleased to discover here was Anne Enright's "Yesterday's Weather". It admirably captures that curious compound of tiredness and love, of tenderness and indignation of a young mother who finds her world -and relationship -turned upside down by the arrival of a new baby.
Confronted with an anthology of new writing, a reviewer is always tempted to try and trace patterns or discern new trends. However, there is little to be gained from this collection. There are some striking similarities, such as the first-person monologue in Leland's and Dorcey's stories or the melancholy tone in the stories by Anthony Glavin and Joseph O'Neill, which both feature middle-aged men looking back on their lost youth. There is also a group of stories about writing or the writing life itself: Michael Farrell's "The Written Word", Aidan Matthews' "In the Form of Fiction", Harry Clifton's "A visitor from the Future" and Eilis Ni Dhuibhne's "A Literary Lunch". Yet with the exception of the last story, these are all rather boring stories, too much enclosed within the writer's own world.
The other stories, luckily, roam more widely: from Wexford to California and from Dublin to the Baltic states. The topics addressed are of a startling variety too: from gold-digging in Yukon over dark deeds in the Dublin underworld to a struggle with dementia in Bray. It is true, there are few 'familiar' stories of sexually repressed priests (Patrick McCabe) or the tragedies of nationalism (Dermot Bolger), but on the whole this collection provides ample proof of the fact that the Irish short story has gained considerably in scope, if not always in quality, since the heydays of the 'three O's' so glorified by David Marcus. Richards on Britain and Michael Brown on Ireland) sees similar patterns repeated -each note an initial flurry of activity which then begins to become reliant on the dedication of individual teachers and scholars, particularly where large endowment funding is absent. Christina Hunt Mahony's account of Irish studies in the States is thoughtful and thoughtprovoking. She details the ways in which donations have flowed into a kind of 'nostalgia gap' in Irish-America, producing some very well-funded programmes (Boston and Notre Dame), while others have risen and then tottered with the passing of those individuals who kept them going. However, Christina Hunt Mahony's most pressing point is the identification of a pressure in North American universities to collapse Irish studies into a more generic, global 'diaspora studies', a kind of minority studiesplus-mobility, and she suggests that, while such a move makes financial sense (in terms of the economies of scale) for US institutions, this would be an intellectual mistake. Certainly it would seem to have the potential effect of further re-orientating the research and teaching of Irish Studies in the US towards something more likely to be properly labelled Irish-American Studies. Elizabeth Malcolm's account of nascent Irish Studies in Australia echoes with Michael Kenneally's discussion of the longer-established position in Canada, and both seem to parallel to an extent what Hunt Mahony sees happening in the US. In the essays by both Malcolm and Kenneally it is clear that the real vibrancy within Irish Studies in Australia and in Canada respectively has been exactly in a localised, Irish-inflected version of diaspora or migration history. While this makes sense for the institutions and scholars involved, it opens a gap between the research and teaching that is discussed in the first section of this book and the more manifesto-like essays of the second half, most of which assume a model of Irish Studies which is centred on what has and is happening on the island itself. The two parts of this book might suggest that making contemporary Ireland relevant to the diaspora and making the diaspora reconnect with contemporary Ireland will be a difficulty in the future development of Irish Studies, whatever that future may be.
A subtext to the essays in Part One, those which discuss the 'rise' of Irish Studies, is the sudden burgeoning of the discipline during the 1980s and 1990s. While in the US and Canada Irish Studies was already existent in various forms, it is not surprising, in retrospect, that interest, academic structures and finance began to appear, after a time-lag, from the beginning of the Troubles -the real time-lag was a projection forward to the end of the Troubles. It may be that in years to come it will be possible to chart a clearer line of progression which sees some of the efforts at reconciliation, or at least accommodation, in Northern Ireland as being directed, through governments and philanthropy, at the persuasive abilities of universities. Explaining the expansion of Irish Studies in the UK in the 1980s, Shaun Richards notes how slow the British academic left was to engage with the 'revolution' within their own jurisdiction, and his title, 'Our Revels Now are Ended', referring to the recent decline in Irish Studies in British universities, suggests that it may be that, in some ways, the work of Irish Studies in the UK is largely done. The announcement in June 2007 by the British government that they were to give extra funding to Islamic studies in the UK replicates the situation which Richards describes in the 1980s and 1990s in Britain. (The British government in particular wants the money to be used to train Immams in the UK rather than, for example, Pakistan, in a twenty-first century replaying of the controversy over the Maynooth Grant in the 1840s -see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maynooth _Grant).
If the 'end' of the Troubles, in a circuitous and unquantifiable way, might be a shadow over the future direction of Irish Studies within the structure of university programmes across the globe, it is also surely the historical moment which will question how the subject is conceived in the future. It is a common enough gesture to attribute the hoary old revisionism/nationalism debates, and their post-colonial off-shoots, to the Troubles and, from there, to arguments that taper back through history, but if these certainties are fading, what defines the future conceptual directions of Irish Studies? In his essay Conor McCarthy retraces one aspect of these critical debates, suggesting that the 'pervasive idealism' of literary and cultural criticism in Irish Studies leads to our unhappy present moment at which 'intellectual production has become more imbricated with capital than ever'. McCarthy's essay ends with a series of questions intended to redirect cultural criticism towards a new materialist critique which pays attention to economy, filiation and affiliation, and which redefines the postcolonial on these grounds. McCarthy's essay is typical of those in the second part of Ireland Beyond Boundaries, in that they share a general belief in the tiredness of the concepts and methods which Irish Studies has developed up to the present -naturally, the contributors offer diverse means out of this potential stasis. So Mary E. Daly offers the 'multidisciplinary', perhaps wisely eschewing the more difficult interdisciplinary, though Louise Ryan's very specific essay on 'Women, Migration and Unwanted Pregnancy' offers itself as a model for such research. Other contributors make the case for disciplines which are underrepresented in Irish Studies, yet all of which would arguably put Irish Studies more in touch with the fabric of lived society in Ireland, past and present -Mike Cronin makes a even-handed and intelligent argument for the role of sport in Irish society, never overstating its importance; Tom Inglis's essay on religion in Irish society deals with a black hole in Irish Studies, which, to its embarrassment, and particularly in its cultural criticism, has rarely understood religious identity, or indeed religious faith, as anything more than a 'theme' or marker of cultural background. Lance Pettitt's essay on 'mediascapes' moves towards a global sense of Ireland in a media marketplace, surely an inevitable development in the future of Irish Studies, given the directions which Ireland, North and South, are currently heading in. Gerry Smyth's essay on music, with its reliance on Jacques Attali's propethic belief that the world is primarily audible rather than legible, could be said to overstate its case a little. A fine model of true inter-disciplinarity is found in the editors' own essay which interweaves geography, cultural history, literary criticism and material culture in discussing landscapes of memory in Ireland and the diaspora.
Ireland Beyond Boundaries suggests that, whatever Irish Studies is, it will soon not be that. What it will become will depend partly on the institutions in which it flourishes or declines, and the testing of the waters which is carried out in these essays does not entirely augur well for the relative status Irish Studies in the global university system. If that is the case, and Irish Studies has lost its sheen, then the essays here will provide useful, intelligent and lasting provocations for the new versions of Irish Studies which will emerge in the post-Troubles, postTiger Ireland, in which a new, sometimes enforced internationalism will also mean a renegotiation of old diasporic relationships. In one of the houses she cleans, Roddy Doyle's heroine, Paula Spencer, sees three plunger coffee pots (small, medium and large). She decides she'll get one herself, as coffee is a new and delightful sensation. In those two details, Doyle deftly establishes the setting of a newly embourgoised Ireland, and the character, the "she" through whose eyes we see it.
Her son Jack taps her name into Google. Paula Spencer gets more hits than Thin Lizzie. Our Paula (and readers do feel close to her) has a namesake, who is, of all things, an expert on child rearing. The internet and its random immediacy brings out Paula's refreshing take on the world, at once innocent and street-smart.
Her newly constructed identity as a nondrinker is shadowed by her inescapable identity as an alcoholic and a mother with much ground, (and much guilt), to make up. Her job gives her an atypical identity: one Irish cleaner amongst the blacks and Eastern Europeans. She buys a stereo, she drinks cappuccino. Each day she struggles valiantly and humorously with new roles as a capable provider, as a free agent. "You choose" Jack tells her, as they sit at the computer she bought for him. Looking at election posters, she thinks she should be able to put up one of herself. She is emerging into a world where selfpublicising is the norm.
Early 21 st century Ireland is in some ways rougher, in some ways smoother, than it used to be, when Paula last looked. Doyle uses the device of a returned local, someone both bemused and in the know. We observe her as she observes the changes. Her tone conveys a wry ____________________________________ ISSN 1699-311X awareness that she is late to join the race (or is it a parade?). When did she last learn something, she wonders.
"You can't leave things behind you: they come with you." For the duration of her forty-ninth year, the timespan of the novel, a nemesis hovers, and occasionally swoops low. Like Paula herself, we can never be sure that she'll maintain her wavering hold on her job, her kids. Doyle portrays how alcoholism thickens a family atmosphere with mistrust and guilt, an atmosphere where "there's no such thing as a casual remark". She hates the hall of her house, the scene of Charlo's assaults. These have left her with ill-set bones and hopping pain. Whilst Doyle captures our sympathy for Paula, he lets us see how her emotions, too, have been warped. She is needy for the approval of those of her kids who are most wary of her, yet resents prosperous Nicola, who tries to mother her back, who alone remembers when it's her birthday. Violence, and apologies for violence, are still a pattern with Leanne, herself also an alcoholic. Both she and Paula attack each other. Braced to expect blows, Paula automatically lifts her hands to ward them off. Hard learning is still embedded in her body.
Paula's small victories are connected to becoming a consumer, a user of technology. She is starting to catch up on music that she missed the first time around, like U2. "She wants it loud." "It's Paula Spencer looking ahead". Earning her own money enlarges the permitted boundaries of her life. Yet every day brings moments of doubt and panic. Paula, the addict, persists in judging and feeling judged, especially by her children. "They were forced to grow up". "Mothers can't have problems." Yet, more deeply, she knows also that she can't blame herself for saying yes when her husband Charlo asked her to dance the first time. He beat her, he neglected his children, and he was shot by the police after a bungled kidnapping ended in murder. She hates him, yet she still loves him, precisely for his feral power: "If he came in people would get out of his way." I was reminded of Coleridge's comment that Coleridge's Ancient Mariner, far from having no moral (as alleged by an elderly female novelist who complained to him), actually had too much. He argued that the poem should have been altogether without moral, like the Arabian Nights story of the merchant who threw a date stone down a well, putting out, by ill-luck, the eye of a genie's son. The genie rose from the well and claimed the merchant's life. Paula's story, too, illustrates the impossibility of knowing what chain of consequence we loosen in a moment: tossing away a date stone, firing a crossbow, or, as Paula did, stepping onto the dance floor with a sexually attractive man.
We hear and see from within Paula's consciousness. The book's success stems from how credibly that consciousness is rendered. At times, her actions are narrated in minute naturalistic detail. We see Paula on her own, stripping a bed, filling a kettle, walking up Grafton Street. It seems she is watching herself coping, doing skilled, confident things. Occasionally, this observation lacks sufficient distance. Indeed, to my mind, fewer namechecks on aspects of the Celtic Tiger zeitgeist would carry more impact.
The steady beat of short sentences and dialogue exchanges is punctuated by set pieces, when Paula is with others. Here Doyle shows perfect pitch: Paula in the Italian coffee shop, Paula in the van going to the rock concert, Paula and Leanne watching the televised vigil for the dying Pope John Paul II. The visit to her two sisters is particularly hilarious. Though, like them, she is a hard chaw, Paula is more reflective, a witness of their raucous talk about affairs and buying overseas property. With her, we experience the irony. They are entitled to do, unthinkingly, what she may not: drink lots of wine and spend lots of money. Yet it is she who is most discounted as it were.
As for the coffee pot, the reader believes that Paula will certainly acquire one, but with her angular honesty, she's not likely to buy into the whole bourgeois piece. In her take on men, Paula shares the earthiness of Joyce's Molly Bloom and the bravery of O'Casey's Juno, though she is less cynical than the one and more cynical than the other.
The question arises: What will happen? What won't happen? Paula and the reader can't say, and Doyle won't. But at the end of the novel, she is moving towards autonomy, going for walks with a man she met at the bottle bank, a retired civil servant, knowledgeable about the birds of Dublin Bay. In his difference from Paula, (he belongs to an older, modest and more settled Ireland) and his resemblance, (his wife left him for another woman), lies a possibility that they can help each other to happiness. There are fine genetic studies by Brendan Fleming on 'Mildred Lawson' and Christine Huguet on Esther Waters. Fabienne Garcier and Pádraigín Riggs write on the short story. One could hope that Toíbín's recent Mothers and Sons will inaugurate a return to the short story and allow us to return to Moore's role in its development. In her introduction Mary Pierse repeats Fabienne Garcier's claim that Moore was "the first Irish writer to use the signifier short story in his correspondence." (41) Neither Pierse nor Garcier date this event, contextualize it or suggest its significance. In the biographical entry at the end of the volume, we learn that Garcier's doctoral thesis was on the history of the Irish short story 1880-1960 -perhaps we will hear more from her.
Mary Pierse pulls double duty as editor and author, arguing for the political Moore on the strength of his immersion in social reality and the strength of the Deleuze/Guattari elaboration of a littérature mineure. Her first endnote promising to reference D/G is misplaced to the last endnote, showing the editor is also victimized by the weak copyediting found throughout the volume: typos, dropped prepositions, and missing information.
Did no one at the conference or in reading Sullivan's 'Singular Celibates: Narrative Seduction in Moore and Joyce' insist that he discuss Dubliners, where Joyce recognizes in Bob Doran of 'The Boarding House' "the curious patient memory of the celibate"? Couldn't anyone along the way, beginning with the author, have edited out such sentences as "It is often said that, no matter how competent and knowledgeable the translator might be, something is always lost in translation"? Could no one find a page number in Woolf's published diaries for her persuasive and sympathetic characterization of Moore to replace 'n.p.'?
In George Moore 1852 Moore -1933 Frazier says that R.F. Foster encouraged him to write it, but to cut no corners, leave no stone unturned. Amen. This is especially true if we need to win back attention to Moore and his work.
Get your library to buy this book; if it is not beautiful, it is sturdy, and will survive much handling. Read it. Go to the conferences. Ask strong questions. Work on Moore. Write as if you will be read minutely. Never pass a copy on with mistakes or omissions in it; don't leave it up to the editor or the press. If the deadline is tomorrow, get it done. ____________________________________________________________________________________________ AEDEI The former articulated the necessity for women to move from being the objects of poems by male writers to becoming the creators of their own representations, while the all-male editorial team of the latter notoriously underscored the urgency of the problem by largely excluding women writers, necessitating the addition of two subsequent volumes to correct the 'oversight.' Since then, developments within feminism and women's studies both in Ireland and internationally have moved the debate far beyond the issues of nation and gender raised by the Field Day controversy, and have pushed traditional binary thinking about (Irish) identity towards notions of greater multiplicity that also take into consideration class, ethnicity, etc., from different theoretical perspectives. The purpose of the editors of Opening the Field was to illustrate this variety of approaches within the complexity of the feminist debate. The book's title suggests both this broadening of theoretical diversity (the contributing approaches encompass psychoanalysis, lesbian studies, queer theory, materialist feminism, postmodernism, postcolonialism, and body theory), and the unearthing and reassessment of work by previously ignored women writers.
The contributors to the volume were asked to explain the value of their chosen approach and to ___________________________________ ISSN 1699-311X apply it to a text of their choice. Fittingly, given the centrality of the Field Day debacle, Gerardine Meaney's opening essay addresses her involvement in editing volumes 4 and 5 of the anthology, with emphasis on questions surrounding canon formation and change and the necessity for generating new critical paradigms. Like several of the other contributors, she begins with a personal note by sketching the scene at UCD in the early 1980s, where literature by predominantly male writers was taught by predominantly male lecturers to predominantly male graduate students. For Meaney, the discovery of French feminist theory opened an avenue to function within and against this academic structure, but also led her to recognize the need to focus the theoretical perspective according to the particularities of Irish history, and to interrogate the ways in which national Irish identity has traditionally been gendered.
The two essays that immediately follow Meaney's suggest that nineteenth-century women writers were, in their own way, questioning expectations of gender in literature and society. Eiléan Ní Chuilleanáin argues that Maria Edgeworth's Ormond consciously echoes and challenges novels by her English predecessors Fielding and Richardson in dealing with themes of masculinity and patriarchy. By altering the standard plot surrounding the male hero in subtle but significant ways, Edgeworth situates Ormond within a dialogue between male and female novelists about the purpose of novel reading and writing. Heidi Hansson's article on Harriet Martin's Canvassing (1832) both recovers this once popular novel and reads it from the perspective of "locational feminism" as negotiating the specific expectations placed on women by place and time. Depicting femininity as performance, Martin exposes both Irish election practices and the marriage market as equally corrupt systems, thereby making her own act of writing a form of 'canvassing.' Patricia Coughlan's article on Peig Sayers' autobiographies, and Katherine O'Donnell's queer reading of Kate O'Brien's Mary Lavelle (in which, interestingly, she takes Coughlan to task for her 1993 feminist critique of O'Brien's novel) recover their subjects from previous, less favourable criticism. Coughlan argues against masculinist readings of Sayers that deny her full authorship and question her artistry, not only through careful assessment of the material, but by addressing and exposing traditional maleoriented expectations about genre and gender. She sees the debate about who 'owns' Peig and what she "means" as a reflection of the roles women are/not allowed to occupy in Ireland. O'Donnell's argument shows that feminist readings of texts can have a heterosexist or heterocentrist bias, and focuses on the need to include lesbian and queer perspectives within feminist analysis.
The remaining articles of the collection focus on contemporary women artists. Cathy Leeney's approach to Marina Carr's play Portia Coughlan foregrounds the importance of physical performance within neorealist drama, and suggests that Carr's manipulation of expectations about realist forms of theatre opens up a space for an examination of Portia's pain -which Leeney reads as an articulation of the female rage of the nation -and pushes audiences towards their own act of interrogation and imagination. In her essay on contemporary interpretations of the sheela-na-gig figure by female poets and visual artists, Luz Mar González-Arias suggests the image is used to represent the embodied, speaking subject evoked by Boland in A Kind of Scar: a powerful sexual body that opens her lips in more ways than one. Rebecca Pelan addresses the particular way Northern Irish women have been trapped -more so even than their Southern counterparts -by the binary identity markers generated by the 'Troubles,' and makes the case that Northern women poets in particular have used gender as a 'third position' from which to interrogate existing divisions in Northern Irish society.
The collection's concluding essays consider two different novels by Mary Morrissy. Ann Owens Weekes reads Mother of Pearl, published in 1996 but set in the 1950s, as a fable that warns against the dangers of denying women's history and unquestioningly accepting gendered myths. Weekes sees the narrative as a presentation of the reality of mothering rather than the fiction of maternal desire, and hence as ultimately empowering. Anne Fogarty reflects her discussion of The Pretender through the ethical and aesthetic dilemmas that arise in the wake of woman's shift from object to subject, pace Boland's pamphlet: how may the female self be adequately portrayed? She shows Morrissy's postmodernist fictionalization of the life of the Polish woman who claimed to be Anastasia, the youngest Romanov daughter, to be driven by a quest for a narrativity that can both expose and question the ways women's lives are shaped, and an art that can override history and supplement its omissions and suppressions.
At the end of each essay, the contributors offer information about the biographical and critical contexts of each author. These sections are brief and often repeat material already introduced in the body of the essay, or else exclude artists who are not the article's primary focus: the entry at the end of the sheela-na-gig article, for instance, focuses on Susan Connolly to the exclusion of Carmel Benson, whose painting 'Crouching Sheela' is used as an illustration, while the entry concluding Pelan's essay features Ruth Carr, the editor of the Word of Mouth Anthology, but does not mention Medbh McGuckian, among others, whose poetry is also discussed. What was probably meant as an additional means of highlighting and discovering thus becomes itself a selective exercise. That said, Opening the Field is a strong collection that does important work in showing the extent to which "the field" has already been opened in fruitful ways, and pointing to places where the plough still has to go. The first page of Eavan Boland's fascinating collection Irish Writers on Writing is a list of contributors, and it is a veritable B to Y (no As or Zs, I'm afraid!) of the great and the good of Irish writing over the past century. The list includes all of the major poets, playwrights and novelists from Yeats to Banville and Boland has to be commended for the breadth of writers included, from the canonical to the marginal, whose reflections on the process of writing vary from the self-indulgent to the comical. Boland's generous and self-effacing preface identifies what many of the contributors hint at, that Irish writing is not 'a closed canon but a living tradition' and the impression that emerges from the brief essays and excerpts is just how important writers and writing are to the Irish psyche. She notes that many of the pieces are 'quirky' and 'off the beaten track' but this only adds to the attraction of this cornucopia of passionate beliefs on the vitality and importance of writing in Ireland.
What is particularly interesting about Irish Writers on Writing is the sheer variety and range of opinions expressed. The collection opens, almost inevitably, with William Butler Yeats's "The Galway Plains", one of the early treatises on the nature of the development of modern Irish literature. Yeats's exhortation is the familiar call for Irish literature to be redolent more of the people than of literary pretensions and it is a call that was be found amongst many of those involved in the literary revival of the late 19 th /early 20 th centuries and it echoes in the pieces from George Russell, Lady Gregory and John Millington Synge.
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As the authors are listed chronologically by birth, a subtle change can be detected as the Free State emerges from the tumult of the War of Independence into the almost inevitable disenchantment that follows in the wake of such a crisis. For example, Brendan Behan's acerbic reminiscences of a meeting he had with Robert Smiley, the all-powerful editor of The Irish Times, are recalled in an excerpt from Confessions of an Irish Rebel and in it Behan rails against the pretentiousness and smallminded nature of the literary scene in Dublin. This resentment over the legacy of the literary revival is echoed in hilarious pieces from Myles na gCopaleen and Patrick Kavanagh in which they attack those who set themselves up as the guardians of Ireland's literary heritage. These pieces clearly highlight the fact that at all times in Ireland's literary development the dominant figures are challenged by a new generation of writers not prepared to accept either reputation or status as the sole basis for respect. Indeed, the somewhat lofty aspirations of the essays early in the book stand in contrast to the anger and sense of disenchantment that emerges in the 1950s.
The more contemporary writers in the book certainly focus on an eclectic range of topics, all loosely held together under the twin umbrellas of writing and the changing nature of contemporary Ireland. Paula Meehan, for example in a powerful poem entitled 'The Statue of the Virgin at Granard Speaks', recalls the tragic death of Ann Lovett in Granard, Co. Longford, in 1984, after giving birth to a baby in a grotto outside the town on a cold, wintry morning in January. Lovett was only 15 and her death and the death of her baby appeared to epitomise a society utterly ill at ease with those who stand outside the accepted social and moral order. The poem is wonderfully evocative and it highlights the crucial role played by literature in the examination of Irish society, a searing eye trained constantly at a culture imploding under the weight of its manifest inconsistencies. This is arguably the greatest legacy of Irish literature and Irish Writers on Writing brings this social reformation to the fore. While the aesthetic is, of course, vital in the understanding of literature, so too is the social, cultural and political context from which it emerges. The pieces by Paul Durcan and, unsurprisingly, John McGahern, reemphasise the shifting paradigms of Irish identity as the twentieth century drew to a close.
The inclusion of Colum McCann's interview with Kate Bolick as the penultimate essay in the book appears to copper fasten the change in focus apparent in Irish literature over the decades covered by the book. McCann's perspective as a writer is certainly what one could call international, and the concerns raised by Behan and Kavanagh seem to be a world away from McCann's desire to locate a new literature beyond the intellectual and geographical borders of Ireland. During the course of the interview McCann asks himself an interesting and salient question related to his novel set in a workingclass neighbourhood of New York City: "Can you morally step into someone else's world and attempt to recreate it?" His answer is revealing; "Fuck it, I stand where I stand, I write what I write". This somewhat brash self-confidence in both self as writer and a temporal setting outside of the traditional would appear to be trademarks of contemporary Irish writers and can also be seen in the pieces from Micheal O'Siadhail and Brendan Kennelly. McCann is advocating a borderless future for Irish writing, no longer consumed by apparent hierarchies nor obsessed by what Kavanagh castigated as a frenzied parochialism. It is to Eavan Boland's great credit that her book charts the choppy seas that Irish literature has negotiated over the past 100 years in short pieces that are accessible, funny, selfeffacing and enlightening. The book itself is a welcome addition to the very tradition it seeks to disentangle. imagined by Veronica to begin with her maternal grandmother, Ada, and the connections she made in her voluptuous youth. The Dublin of the 1920s is wonderfully imagined, and is depicted through silences and inevitable interruptions. Imagine a time when a man could recognize the sound of a friend's approaching car in the centre of Dublin city, only to have it driven away in the opposite direction: "Nugent cocks an ear after the escaping motor. There is a pause as the engine fades, and then the silence starts to spread. It seeps into the foyer of the Belvedere; the distant rustle of streets turning over from day into evening, as the night deepens and the drinking begins -elsewhere." Reading the account of Ada's first meeting with Nugent is like being one of a group held hostage: tension and fear stalk you, and every tick of the clock seems to hasten an inevitable tragedy, the victim of which is as yet unknown.
Anne Enright's descriptions of happenings from childhood are translations of child-life, both funny and intensely scary. When Liam, Kitty and Veronica trespass in the bus station Veronica is caught by a busman on top of a double decker: "… inside there was the sound of a man on the stairs, and the sight of his hand on the chrome rail as he hauled himself up, step by step, his torso finally rising out of the stairwell like an expanding balloon. … He walked this stomach down the aisle at me, as I backed away, until I was tripped into sitting by the back seat of the bus. Then he pushed it at me -and even though I doubt all this can be strictly true, I do remember the surprising tautness and bounce of it, as he jabbed at my face with its leading white button…" Such episodes recall her 2004 work of non-fiction, Making Babies; Enright's meditations on children and their particular logics have added hugely to her portrayal of the child mind in The Gathering. These are some of the most amazingly written parts of the book, the whole of which is a exercise in the catching of thoughts before they recede to unconsciousness.
As an entity the Hegartys are a durable, stouthearted lot ("The Hegartys didn't start kissing until the late eighties and even then we stuck to Christmas."), as fine an Irish family as you will get, but they are of course soaked with individual failings and petty competitiveness. The 'gathering' is Liam's wake, a set-piece with its list of types (another alcoholic, the sane one, a lapsed priest etc), bitchiness, the need for drink and the unavoidable merriment. 'Truth' is in the air, but is sidestepped where possible. Veronica still connects with Liam and adopts his mannerisms and partly fulfils his role, while his body lies in the other room. Sex and death commingle but at the funeral a surprise redemption is issued forth.
A What is clear from the outset is that neutrality is not a simple term with a single meaning. Though the decision to keep Ireland neutral was primarily a pragmatic one, the interpretation of, and attitude towards, neutrality shifted over the course of the war, both within Ireland and outside it. At the opening of the war, both Britain and the United States were sympathetic to the Irish decision to pledge neutrality, considering the weakness of the Irish army and the general sense, in the media at least, that Ireland was "backing Britain to the best of her ability". Yet as the war progressed and the Irish ports became vital to the war at sea, British attitudes changed until, at the end of the war, Churchill implicitly cast Ireland in a collaborationist role. The same pattern is traced by Wills in terms of US attitudes. At first, of course, the US itself was also out of the war but as it too entered the war, post Pearl Harbour, enormous pressure came to bear on the Irish government to give up its neutrality. Yet, while there were plenty of demurring voices, what did not shift over the course of six years was the support of Irish neutrality by the majority of Irish adults, reflected in De Valera's huge electoral win in 1944.
Neutrality certainly did not mean that Ireland was immune to the effects of war. As Wills ___________________________________ ISSN 1699-311X points out, there were many Irish volunteers in the British army, in addition to the thousands of Irish workers in British factories and cities. Indeed, though the figures are difficult to interpret, Wills estimates that one sixth of the Irish workforce was employed in Britain during the war. At home, though the emphasis on selfsufficiency in the 1930s had in some ways prepared the country for the depleted circumstances it found itself in from 1940 on, the severe shortages of food, coal, batteries, rubber and, perhaps most importantly, of tea, meant that in many ways Ireland was suffering the same, if not worse, material deprivations as Britain. While many contemporary visitors' accounts conjure up the banquets and blazing lights of Dublin, Wills tempers these with accounts of the poverty and hardship of the majority, revealing the nineteenth-century standards of living that many Irish were reduced to.
Though the government might counsel frugality and Ireland's Own publish imaginative recipes for countering the shortages of flour with Indian meal (associated, of course, with the Famine), there was no way round the fact that many people in rural areas were close to starvation.
The balance of Wills's account is due to the inclusive nature of her source material, from official reports and archives to local and national media; many of the illustrations are adverts or cartoons from Irish and British papers, lending each chapter a real sense of the texture of the time. In addition, Wills accesses the subjective side of history with not only personal letters and diaries, but also by including the creative writing and art of the period. Through drama, poetry and fiction Wills attempts to "give word to the silent majority". This strategy pays off not merely in terms of referencing well-known works such as Elizabeth Bowen's The Heat of the Day, but also by giving these works a new and broader context, and this comes through particularly strongly in her readings of Patrick Kavanagh's epic poem 'The Great Hunger' and Máirtín Ó Cadhain's novel Cré na Cille as works expressing a country deeply inflected by war and entrenched in neutrality.
It is through the wide-ranging consideration of the role of imaginative literature that Wills brings into focus the debate over Ireland's intellectual stasis -or paralysis -during the war. For here lies a crucial paradox; while on the one hand, Ireland was cut off from the rest of Europe and writers suffered under the tyranny of wartime censorship, at the same time there was a vibrant internal dialogue about literature and art going on in the country, not least because of the influx of writers and artists from Ireland and elsewhere, fleeing the war. This intellectual and artistic debate was also far from monolithic, varying from the liberal, Euro-centric The Bell edited by Sean O'Faolain to the Catholic philosophy of The Capuchin Annual discussion group which, as Wills tells us, met in the Ritz Café. It is this level of detail that makes this book exceptional and gives the reader both an engaging and a learned view of the period. Wills is also determined to be as true to the specifics as possible, from pointing out anomalies in contemporary accounts, to giving the reader an insight into the range of interpretations of different versions. In this, Wills exposes the process of history making itself.
Perhaps the most notorious image of Ireland's neutrality is of De Valera visiting the German embassy to deliver his condolences on the death of Hitler. As Wills states "Allied attempts to discredit de Valera paled in comparison to this." Yet this is far from being the central image of the book; instead readers are given a nuanced reading of a period in which the meanings of neutrality veered from nobility to insularity and, overall, were based on practicality. This is a brilliant and erudite study, yet also a human one, as Wills weaves a complex history of the "edgy experience" of Ireland during the 'Emergency'. Bernard Shaw, Oscar Wilde, twentieth-century Irish drama, contemporary Irish poetry, and modern Irish culture -all beautifully produced by one of the world's leading university presses and all edited to a high standard by a variety of the great and the good. The volume represents a welcome recognition that the novel -once the poor relation amongst Irish literary genres -has arrived (although it remains the case that poetry and drama continue to rule the roost -in view of which it might not be long before we see dedicated Companions to the likes of Heaney, Friel and Muldoon).
The 'Companion' is a strange critical beast. The commendable intention would appear to be to delineate a certain field or subject for student use and to introduce the principal debates attending that field or subject. The guiding criterion informing this scholarly mode seems to be non-evaluative coverage rather than thesis-led intervention, in which sense the 'Companion' contribution differs markedly from the monograph, the journal article and the essay collection. Of course, no intervention can eschew 'interest' entirely, and therein lies a general issue concerning the nature of criticism as well as a specific editorial dilemma.
After a useful Chronology, this volume commences with a sympathetic introduction by John Wilson Foster who discusses the evolution of the novel within an Irish cultural framework. In a gesture that will recur throughout the volume, the editor immediately remarks the influence of the British tradition. The constant presence of the larger island to the east was once an influence upon more or less everything in Irish life, including literary as well as political representation. It has not proved possible to say whether a change in perspective lessened that influence, or whether waning influence occasioned a change in perspective. Most commentators are content with noting that change occurred, and that this change enabled new forms of Irish literature (including fiction) to emerge.
The volume does not exactly conform to the familiar pre-/ post-Joyce structure which has tended to dominate accounts of the Irish novel since the mid-twentieth century. Chapters on the Big House, the Catholic novel, modernism, regionalism, the novel in Irish, and women novelists actually straddle Joyce's active career. Nevertheless, the presence of the great man remains difficult to avoid. Bruce Stewart's astute chapter on Joyce is number seven of fourteen here, and this (approximate) numerical centrality is indicative not only of the critical temporality connoted by the Irish novel, but of Joyce's continuing impact upon both the formal and the conceptual development of this particular tradition.
The latter part of the collection features a star turn by Terence Brown on Samuel Beckett and Flann O'Brien, and a consideration of 'the Northern Troubles' by Elmer Kennedy-Andrews with particular emphasis on the period since 1969. There is also a welcome chapter on 'Lifewriting in the twentieth century' by Elizabeth Grubgeld which acknowledges the constant and ineluctable interaction between biography, autobiography and the novel in Irish literary history (to which list some might like to add historiography). The novel's function as a literary form specifically equipped to register change is revealed in Eve Patten's final chapter on 'Contemporary Irish fiction'.
There are no great surprises in the contents list, then. The volume fulfils its aims (stated on the back cover) to provide "the perfect overview for students of the Irish novel from the romances of the seventeenth century to the present day". As the term suggests, however, any 'overview' is going to reflect the perspective of the viewing subject(s), and more particularly of the editor who recruits the contributors and is responsible for the overall ideological slant of the volume.
In this respect it is interesting to note both the frequency and the context of references to certain concepts and persons, as well as (and perhaps more revealingly) the absence of any extended engagement with certain other concepts and persons. For example, besides one reference in the introduction, the term 'colonialism (colonisation)' features in the main body of five of the fourteen essays and in a footnote in one other. One of the leading contemporary theorists of colonialism's impact upon the evolution of the Irish novel, David Lloyd, merits three mentions. Some of the other figures whose work was implicated in the theory wars of the immediately preceding generation (Deane, Eagleton, Gibbons, Kiberd, for example) are invoked, although not in any extended or systematic way. There is no mention in any of the contributions of leading postcolonial critics such Edward W. Said or Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, nor of the poststructuralist theorists (such as Derrida and Foucault) who inspired them. Most tellingly, there is no mention of influential figures such as Mikhail Bakhtin, Fredric Jameson and Wolfgang Iser who between them have provided much of the scholarly framework within which modern criticism of the novel has developed.
It is always annoying when people overlook what you did say in order to point out what you didn't. That is the respondent's stock in trade, of course, and it applies to critical endeavours ranging from the most modest undergraduate essay to the most ambitious scholarly publication. Obviously, The Cambridge Companion to the Irish Novel is located towards the latter end of that continuum, and just as obviously it is a successful and coherent volume when considered in terms of the criteria by which scholarly work in the humanities is valued. It is always worth remembering, however, that the 'coherence' of any text is always achieved at the expense of other ways of seeing, and that the 'success' of any text is always dependent in large part upon a range of non-textual criteria. In this instance, it is particularly important to point out that the seemingly neutral designation 'companion' belies this volume's status as an intervention in ongoing debates -the nuances and implications of which not all of the target audience may be fully aware.
The What T.S. Eliot said in defense of how few poems he wrote each year is relevant when thinking about Michael Longley's versions of poems and passages from antiquity: "They should be perfect in their kind and each should be an event." Instead of seeming remote, Longley's free translations offer lines that are strikingly pertinent today: "Who was responsible for the very first arms deal -/The man of iron who thought of marketing the sword?" (from "Peace," 1979). "Peace" is a rendering of poem ten from "Liber I" by Tibullus, a first-century B.C. Roman poet and elegist. And the question he poses at the poem's outset reverberates darkly two millennia later. The Latin original stands as a rejection of war and a diatribe against the misuse of the power. Longley's translation, which contains no ornamental exposition and no moralizing additives, is faithful to Tibullus' intent and impulses. His decision to stay as close to the original as possible epitomizes the kind of selective, subtle and significant work he does. Bringing past insights to bear on present circumstance, one cannot help but conclude how little we have evolved, in human terms. In an era of the ubiquitous screen, symbol of the media's invasion of our lives, the words of "Peace" hit a nerve: "I would like to have been alive in the good old days/ Before the horrors of modern warfare and warcries/ Stepping up my pulse rate." Through his revisiting of ancient texts, Longley has found an emphatic if oblique voice to speak to twenty-first century tragedy. His Collected Poems, for this reason if no other, will make a mark on the landscape of contemporary verse. This short poem typifies the way Longley's imagination works over and finds sustenance in images from the natural world. Note how his rhymes have softened ('hour' and 'for,' 'swans' and 'stones') . While his lyrics become increasingly suggestive as the years pass, his
